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ABSTRACT
We face applications and outcomes of algorithms everyday.
There has been intense criticism [7] about the application and
appropriateness of these algorithms in various spheres of life.
In addition, sometimes this has also led to a chilling effect
where researchers, developers and data scientists have been
loath to study certain phenomena [2] due to its potential, fu-
ture controversy. Crime analysis is no exception to this ef-
fect. In this whitepaper, I summarize the main literature in
algorithmic crime analysis and outline specific research di-
rections that make algorithmic ethics within crime analysis a
unique, interesting and unsolved problem to study for design-
ing trustworthy algorithms.

ALGORITHMIC CRIME ANALYSIS
Algorithms already govern, curate, manage and inform [13]
many of our everyday life decisions. Automated decision-
making through algorithms has significant impacts on the ev-
eryday lives of people. This is especially true in the area of
crime analysis or predictive policing.

Police departments mainly analyze crime through crime map-
ping, a process that uncovers high density crime areas[8].
Crime mapping is used to make decisions on how to distribute
law enforcement across an area, seeking maximum efficiency
with commonly budget-strapped resources[18]. Past crime
mapping tools were rudimentary and provided little more than
crime points on a map, but with the access to technology mod-
ern police departments have, these datasets have begun to get
bigger and encompassing more variables[3]. Spatial crime
analysis tools are not new in law enforcement, but previously
these tools were not intended for widespread, general use[5].

Crime data mining and crime data fusion have opened up
many avenues for crime analysis[5]. Data now streams from
a variety of sources providing a variety of data types that ana-
lysts need to stitch together, including unstructured data such
as video, text and audio[6]. Police departments are now com-
bining their databases with geographical information systems
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(GIS) in order to identify spatial trends. One example of the
type of tool provided to law enforcement crime analysts is
ReCAP, an analysis tool used to understand and predict crime
activity in an area[5]. ReCAP attempts to implement spa-
tial analysis tools into traditional crime analysis frameworks.
This software allows law enforcement agencies across the
country to plug local data into their models and begin ana-
lyzing spatial and temporal results.

Clustering methods are one of the most widely used ap-
proaches[1, 6] in algorithmic crime analysis. While there are
many approaches, the density and graph based approaches
[1, 12] and its variants are extremely popular for easy com-
putation, compatibility with spatial data and perceived ease
of understanding to the layperson.

ETHICS AND ALGORITHMS
Many scholars [10, 17, 19, 16] have pointed out that at-
tempts to evaluate the ethical implications of algorithms are
frequently hampered by black boxes that prevent a full ”code
audit”, i.e. an investigation of the source code for potentially
unethical behavior [19]. Sandvig et al. [19] laid out several
other methods to audit algorithms despite and perhaps in ac-
tive defiance of black boxes. While algorithmic audits can re-
veal important behavior, they have their own ethical concerns.
Krafft, Macy, and Pentland [15], point out that tactics em-
ploying ”bots” or automation themselves have ethical risks,
as they frequently run afoul of terms of service agreements
and depend on deception of normal users. Mainstream ethics
research [11] focuses on the interrelationship between people
and trust as necessary for developing ethical frameworks.

Identifying that bias exists is only half of the task; however,
as discovering why it exists is equally important. Significant
work [4, 16, 10, 14] has already been done to identify various
ways in which algorithms can produce bias. Bias can just as
easily be introduced unintentionally through transformational
effects—such as the order of search listings—or emergent ef-
fects that occur when underlying assumptions change over
the long term [10, 16]. Since emergent bias develops post
hoc and in relation to unanticipated interactions, it is often
difficult to isolate the source, either in the algorithm itself or
the data [4]. In order to address these concerns, the way the
data were constructed and the design of the algorithm must
be considered at the outset.

Many scholars have criticized the idea that datasets are ob-
jective and comprehensive [4, 9]. Any dataset is given inher-



ent biases by the way in which it is constructed [17, 9]. In
essence, the act of collecting data is also an act of design.
Decisions must be made about what data are relevant to col-
lect, what constitutes anomalous data, and what methods are
available to make the measurements [9].

A RESEARCH AGENDA
Summarizing the debate in this area, I propose the following
directions for research. This is also part of my current re-
search program and part of my attending this workshop is to
collaborate with potential, similar minded researchers.

1. We must advocate for a human-centered and socio-
technical understanding of algorithmic analysis i.e. it is
not only important how the technical machinations of algo-
rithms operate but also how they are imagined and applied
by their human operators.

2. There is a rich body of ethics research literature [11] that is
not often tapped in the design of algorithms for crime anal-
ysis. We must investigate these prevalent ethical frame-
works that are often derived from fundamental research in
philosophy and theology and overlay them when inspect-
ing or designing algorithms.

3. Deconstructing popularly applied crime analysis algo-
rithms to understand the difference between statistically
appropriate norms and those that are actually used can be
an important avenue for exploration. At Marquette, we
have embarked upon such a project to understand biases
in crime analysis in the city of Milwaukee.1

4. The final chapter of such a research agenda must constitute
the design of human-centered and ethically minded algo-
rithms that analyze crime by minimizing harm and discrim-
ination. In addition, they must foster trust within the com-
munity that is being analyzed as well by the analysts them-
selves. This is broader conversation involving all stake-
holders as well as implications for education and training
in higher education.
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